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Abstract

Fat is recognized as low thermoconductivity (k) tissue and barrier for thermal transmission. We here identify and characterize

morphologically, radiologically, and thermo-physically fat-enabled bilateral integrated blood/fat/skin thermal pathways, referred

as Brain-eyelid Thermal Tunnels (BTT), that enable undisturbed thermal transmission between brain and uniquely radiant

high-k skin in the right and left eyelids. We elucidated cranial “aberrancies”, justified the facial “death triangle” and uncovered

perihypothalamic thermoregulatory-sensory triunal inherent to brain thermal homeostasis that revealed thermal communication

among brain, heart, and environment. Our results introduce the first evidence for a brain-surface thermo-physical pathway and

biological thermal waveguide. Said transmission was documented by an isolated beam of emission at the ipsilateral BTT termi-

nus. We showed brain thermal transfer via BTT during neurosurgery by comparison of noninvasive temperature measurement

at the BTT site (BTT°) to direct temperature measurement in brain parenchyma (Parenchyma°) in open craniotomy (BTT°
- Parenchyma° = 0.012±0.2°C, p=0.91), as opposed to 0.45°C difference between BTT° and core temperature. This indicates

that BTT° provides an accurate noninvasive method for measuring human brain temperature unimpeded by the body’s thermal

barrier through transorbital thermo-physical configurations.
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